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STAPH BOX

Staphylococcus aureus:
George Liddle

Haemophillus influenzae:
Adam Ainsworth, Kerry Drake, Sky Frostenson, Erik Kapernick, T-

bone Knowles, Robert Lanuzza, Jeremy Rode, Nick Silva

Streptococcus pneumoniae:
James Beacham, Jory John, Jason Moore, Rex Perez, Jason Rhodes

Clostridium botulinum:
Shana Brandes, Boyce Collins, Flynn, Jeff Franken, Fritz Leader,

Marcus Lees, Fred P, Mark Rafferty, Jonathon Severdia, Wendy Tung

Bacillus anthracis:
Ethan Duni

This issue of THE KOALA is dedicated to addressing the concerns brought up in this

document and making retributions as suggested by TMCSC.  On that note, please observe

the article on page nine, dealing with the promulgation of negative ethnic stereotypes.  We

have also dedicated space to the various groups we have offended.  We will only be doing

the community service mandated by our informal agreement with UCSD regarding the

infamous KOALA NIGHT 2001.  We held a fundraiser and have decided to donate the

proceeds to the minority organization known as THE KOALA, which has less than 50% of

the UCSD student body on staff.  Finally, we would like to offer the following apology for

those we have offended:  You are really, really sorry.  THE KOALA hopes that TMCSC

will be happy to recognize our full compliance with their suggestions in a resolution that

we plan to bring before the council after this issue’s publication.  Please feel free to

contact TMCSC Chair Adam Sharki at asharki@ucsd.edu to support this initiative.

Whereas the Koala is a student funded publication, and whereas the Koala

frequently includes racist insults, slurs and other language offensive to many UCSD

students, most notably in the recent edition, and whereas we, the members of Thurgood

Marshall College Student Council, do not support the views of; the editors of the Koala,

the writers of the Koala, or those who may have contributed to the offensive material

printed in the Koala, and whereas we recognize the complaints from the members of the

Student Affirmative Action Committee (who represent the African American Student

Union, Queer People of Color, Kaibigang Pilipino, el Movimiento Estudiantil Chicana/o

de Aztlán, Asian & Pacific Islander Student Alliance, Disabled Student Union, and Native

American Student Association) as well as the president of the Union of Jewish Students,

and the president of Alpha Epsilon Pi as valid and condemn any promulgation of negative

ethnic stereotypes, racial slurs and any other type of insults to people's heritage, and

whereas this type of attack is offensive to us as individuals and as representatives to our

college, which prides itself on its diversity and has incorporated it as a major part of our

school's philosophy. Diversity of race and ethnicity are critical components of modern

society and the abuse or denigration of any one person's heritage is an affront to all of us.

The continued publication of these divisive and hurtful ethnic stereotypes and insults

merely serves to sustain and propagate these harmful views to future generations, and

whereas Thurgood Marshall College Student Council upholds the UCSD Principles of

Community which "affirm the right to freedom of expression," while also "affirm[ing]

each individual's right to dignity."

Therefore be it resolved that the Thurgood Marshall College Student

Council, in representing the students of Thurgood Marshall College, do strongly condemn

the offensive material published in the Koala, and therefore be it further resolved

Thurgood Marshall College Student Council strongly urges the members of the Koala to

make retributions to all ethnic communities they have offensively portrayed in their issue

by either volunteering for community service helping those specific ethnicities they

have slandered, donating space in their next edition to the various groups they have

offended to publish educational material, holding a fundraiser and donating the proceed-

ings to minority organizations, or at the very least giving a sincere public apology to every

ethnic group they have offended.

Passed Unanimously by the Thurgood Marshall College Student Council.

[signed]

Adam Sharki

TMCSC Chair

STAPHSTAPH
BOXBOX

Although I cannot speak for the whole staff, I can say for myself anyway that
calling me a homophobe is at best a half-truth.  The idea that I hate all homos
is out of the question.  I only hate lesbians.  Think of it this way, how
could I possibly be anything but jubilant if I woke up one morning
and found that the entire male population had up and decided to
be gay?  I’d be fucking ECSTATIC!!  I’d empty my
bank account and buy radio spots, full-page newspa-
per ads, TV commercials, all advertising my contin-
ued heterosexuality along with my home telephone.
Homophobic?  I hardly fucking think so.  That’d be
the single greatest thing I can imagine to happen.  I
only hate lesbians.  As if there isn’t enough
competition with all the barneys with boners trying
to get into girls’ pants, I now have to deal with
chicks hitting on chicks.  Fuck that!  I hate lesbians.
I’ve found a good way to deal with them, though.
Big dick contests.  That usually shuts them up!
Length or girth, doesn’t matter, either one.  Let’s go.
Anytime.

I don’t go into women’s restrooms and I
have good reason.  I don’t know what that reason is,
but I know it is really good.  You see, the vast
majority of girls will not even go into a women’s
restroom.  They avoid them at all costs.  All I can
figure is that there must be something (or someone?) really awful
and scary that hangs out in women’s restrooms and terrorizes the
ladies who go in there.  My guess is that it lives in the toilet, because the
few girls who actually do go to women’s restrooms, out of necessity or otherwise,
always make a point of flushing the toilet before using it.  I guess flushing the toilet must
confuse the creature long enough for them to take care of business before it can come back
and attack.  And, of course, girls are the only ones who use the toilet seat covers provided
in public restrooms.  I have no clear conception of what the function of these flimsy wax
paper sheets might be, but I think I’ve narrowed it down to two possibilities.  Either they
put the cut-out part in the middle into the toilet before flushing, so as to trap the creature
with it as the water flushes down upon it, or the paper itself is somehow repulsive to the
monster.  In any case, I personally never want to find out.  Furthermore, women’s
restrooms have to have a special little trash can made so that the mopped-up bloody
remains of girls who have been attacked can be easily disposed of/covered up.  This is
really insidious.  And finally, girls ALWAYS wash their hands after using the restroom and
act disgusted any time they suspect a man hasn’t done so as well.  I guess it is probably
out of fear of having made physical contact with the bathroom beast.  They always look
confused when I try to tell them that we have no toxic creatures living in our bathrooms.

They usually deny the existence of bathroom monsters with comments like, “I just want to
be clean.”  I’ve tried to explain to them that I take a shower every morning.  If

I was really concerned about something unclean touching something
clean, I have to wash my dick, not my hands.  I put my just-washed

dick into a fresh, clean pair of cottons every morning and
don’t take it out except to urinate or ejaculate, whereas
my hands are out in the open, touching all sorts of
unclean bullshit.  But chicks never accept this type of
logic, most likely because they believe in their hearts
that there just must be beasts living in the men’s
restrooms, too.  At any rate, no matter how badly I
have to go to the bathroom, I’m with the majority of
girls.  No using the women’s restroom for me!  Even if
the men’s room is closed.  I’ll just hold it, thank you
very much.  And to you ladies out there who use
public restrooms, you are truly courageous souls to
brave the dangers of the bathroom.  Just don’t start
shouting to me if the beast gets you.  I can’t deal with
that kind of freaky shit.

The last thing I want to cover here is the topic of
sluts.  I know you’re most likely reading this in class.
If you are, and you are a male, please raise your hand
right now if you dislike sluts.  Now everyone, look
around.  No hands up, right?  What does this tell us?

Guys like sluts.  Too many times I have heard guys say some-
thing like, “Yeah, that hottie was jocking me.  But she is too slutty for

me.”  Later that evening, as they go home empty handed, these same morons
bemoan that fact that the hot chicks at UCSD are all too uptight.  HEY IDIOTS!  What

is it you want, exactly?  You wait all night for hot girls to approach you, when it is really
your job, and the minute any hot chick does approach you, you label her a slut and write
her off.  Well, I’m coming out right now and saying it.  I like sluts.  I like girls who like
sex and know how to get what they want.  I like these girls because I know exactly how
they feel.  I like sex too.  And to all you chicks who bag on girls who get around, you’re
just jealous because you end up with guys who’d rather play video games then give you a
night to remember for the rest of your life.  Damn straight!  The fact is, one-night stands
are the shit!  Both partners are putting their all into it, and the sex is FANTASTIC!  But
any girl who has figured that out is called a slut.  Well, it’s high time we got over the
stigma of the word “slut.”  Sluts are fucking cool and the world would be a better place if
more people were as real about sex and relationships as sluts are.  So here it is:  Sluts, I
salute you.  Keep up the good work.  If you got no one else on your side, you got THE
KOALA.  By the way, three months of birth control costs $5 in TJ and it really works.
Just ask for Ortho-Novum in the blue box.  Adios.

Sexism, Lies and Homophobia

The full text of a resolution
passed by Thurgood Marshall
College Student Council:

“The views expressed in this publication are solely those of THE KOALA and our
members.  While the publisher of this publication is recognized as a campus student
organization at the University of California, San Diego, the views expressed in its

publication do not represent those of ASUCSD, the University of California, the Regents,
their officers, or employees.  Each publication bears the full legal responsibility for its
content.”  All jokes are copyright © 2001 by The Koala and should not appear in any

subsequent issues of The MQ.
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“God obviously hates midgets.”



Think you can do better? You can’t. But
submit lists online at

http://thekoala.org  anyway.

Top V Soccer Mom Pornos:

1.  Mommy Brought Treats

2.  If the Minivan is a Rockin’

3.  Carpool Gangbang V

4.  Messy Penalty Shots

V.  Baby on Board

Top V Things Fat People Should Never Wear but they do:

1.  Nothing

2.  False Pride

3.  Ass Pants in TJ

4.  About 150 pounds

V.  A Bitchy attitude... seriously, who the fuck is gonna like

you if you’re fat AND bitchy!!??

Top V Reasons to be Jewish

1.  Allows you to use the word “KIKE” indiscriminantly

2.  Fuck foreskin, I want a fiveskin.

3.  We can kill Arabs and get away with it...

4.  Motzah and beer is the bomb!

V.  You can land the starring role in “Ich bein ein

Jewlander”

Top Ten Reasons Why a Burrito is like a Woman:

1.  When you eat them, they squirt.

2.  Always disappointing the morning after.

3.  Taste better at 2 am after a six pack.

4.  Can’t get a good one anywhere on campus.

V.  Sometimes, you have to eat it from both ends.

6.  Red sauce adds flavor
7.  If you sqeeze them hard enough they’ll
spill the beans.
8.  You should never use a fork
9.  Three words:  Homemade taco sauce
10.  The best kind come from TJ

Top V Reasons a Man Would Need a Belly-Button Ring:

1.  Keychain

2.  Cock ring storage

3.  Dry out used condoms

4.  Bottle opener

V.  Branding device (especially a V-Shaped Ring)

Top Ten Explanations for having a “Fivehead”

1.  Abortion forcep mishap

2.  Illegitimate son a of Klingon

3.  Your mom marks her children alphabetically

4.  Your mom punched you with her iron.

V.  God hates you.

6.  Partially scalped by Native Americans

7.  Marked by Vorro

8.  Boyfriend has a V-shaped belt buckle

9.  You’re the last of the “Cinco” Island tailless monkeys.

10.  Your mom used your head for a tortilla chip press.

Top V Reasons not to Fuck with THE KOALA

1.  Cuz we’ll make fun of your physical defects

2.  We’ll print your picture next to every joke we write

about you.

3.  Merciless jokes about your “Fivehead”

4.  We are beer-powered mocking machines.

V.  We’re Grand Wizards in the KKK.

Top V problems with losing your SAAC:

1.  Your balls are dangling.

2.  Nobody will protect you from criticism from

racist organizations.

3.  You lose the only job that a man with a V on

his Fivehead can get.

4.  UCSD becomes all white and asian

V.  No quick way to score crank

Top V PCP experiences:

1.  Carving illicit “V’s” into your forehead.

2.  Realizing that the elves you have been fighting against

the last hour are actually SDPD.

3.  Pretending you’re Moses and Parting the Price

Center Waters

4.  Juggling two UCSD shuttles and Chancellor

Dyne’s daughter at the same time

V.  Declare yourself Ruler of Geisel Library and make all

the studious O-chem students your slaves.

Top V ways to fight Islamic Extremism:

1.  Do a beer bong in price center plaza

2.  Marry five women instead of four

3.  Spit roast a pig while spit roasting yo bitch

4.  Hijack a camel and crash it into downtown Mecca.

V.  Tattoo Jizzlam on your chest and chug Foties in the

courtyard of the Islamic Center of San Diego.

The World Famous

KOALA Lists!!
Top V rejected names for Huge Ass:
1. HOLE: Hasidics Organizing Leprous Ethiopians
2. SPOOGE: Students Pledging Overages Of Gentile
Eliminations
3. TEATS:  Truly Enraged Aggro & Testy Semites
4. PUSY: Proud Urasians Sporting Yarmulkes

V. DICK: Dradle Infatuated Cracked-out Kikes

Top V Reasons SAAC doesn’t have a web site:

1.  What do Mexicans know about the Internet?

2.  All domain names containing SAAC taken by

gay porn sites.

3.  Internet servers don’t give out their services for

free just because the applicant is a minority

4.  Why bother?

V.  Don’t want to post their ugly mugs like the MQ.

Top V Reasons To Take Another Bong Load:

1. You Have Laundry

2.  That Crack did NOTHING for you

3.  That Hum 2 paper will be that much more interesting

4.  Better safe than sorry

V.  You just found your SAAC.

Top V Reasons to Pretend you are Gay and Join the
LGBTA:
1.  Getting drunk with dick-shy lesbos
2.  Taking advantage of dick-shy lesbos
3.  Getting fashion tips from the gay bruthas.
4.  Five star blowjobs (just don’t look down)
V.  Transvestities are almost chicks
6.  A hole’s a hole

Top V Things You Should Never Under ANY Circum-
stances Say To Your Significant Other:
1.  You’re crushing me, fatty.
2.  Lose some weight.
3.  Did you sleep on your face last night?
4.  Beer me, woman.
V.  I’d like to cut off your head and fuck your trachea.

Top V replies from Chancellor Dynes on FFOG:
1.  Have you decided what kind of cookie you want?
2.  What kind of cookie did you say you wanted?
3.  Meth lab..?  Did you get your cookie yet?
4.  Thank you for asking.  Here’s your cookie.
V.  Take your god damned cookie and get the fuck out of
here.

Top V Acronyms for DYNES
1.  Do Your Nightly Exercises, Sonny
2.  Ditch Your Next Econ Section
3.  Drink Yagermeister, Not Everclear Stupid
4.  Dykes Yank Nearly Every Sausage
V.  Damn Yuppies Never Enjoy Sex

Top V Excuses for Reading the MQ
1.  As research for your Communications thesis on the
“Trickle-Down” theory of writing comedy
2.  Missed the last issue of THE KOALA
3.  Thought it was THE KOALA
4.  Your idea of brilliant humor was the “My Roommate is
Yoda” article
V.  You need a powerful central nervous system depressant
to counter-act the six rails of coke you just did.
6.  You have a Oedipal fixation on Mary Tyler Moore.

Top V Signs that THE KOALA is really, really bad

1.  We show disregard for the UCSD Principles of Commu-

nity

2.  We tolerate intolerance

3.  We have failed to show adequate appreciation for the

gentle graces of Mary Tyler Moore

4.  We drink beer and then become drunk

V.  We make fun of some of the very same students whose

A.S. money we hijack for our own nefarious purposes like

buying alcoholic beverages

6.  We appear to be open heterosexuals

7.  We made Jesus cry

8.  We don’t publish all the “Attention Asia, please send

more of those Asian people we all really like so much.

Love, UCSD” personals we get.

Top V things to do right after taking a beer bong of Tatonka

Stout:

1. Spin around three times and fall down

2.  Pick a fight with some pussy Guinness drinking bitches

3.  Strap a feather to your head and run down the street

shouting your Tatonka war cry

4.  Kill the guy that told you it was budweiser.

V.   Projectile vomit over every member of Thurgood

Marshall Student Council.

6.  Go down to Preuss School and impress all da fly bitches

with your drunken gymnastics.

Top V Reasons why you should practice Falun Gong:

1.  You can discover your third eye.

2.  You discover how to use your third eye.

3.  You use your third eye.

4.  You see the benefits of using your third eye.

V.  You wipe and flush.

V More Ways to Clear the Men’s Restroom

1.  Hum with your butt cheeks

2.  Upon opening the door, shout, “Here comes the dick

parade!”

3.  Eat some of the salmonella ridden Asian Food along

Library Walk and let it fly.

4.  Outside of the Men’s roomscream, “Miz Bobbit, thaza

MEN”S ROOM”

V.  Say your name is Joe Watson and you’ve come to fuck

people up the ass like usual.

Top V Reasons to End Your Long Distance Relationship:
1.  I’m having sex right now.
2.  I’m having sex right now.
3.  I’m having sex right now.
4.  I’m having sex right now.
V.  No, really ... I’m having sex as I write this.

Top V alternate uses for a bra:
1.  Yarmalukes for Siamese Twins
2.  Emergency food dish for pets on that long road trip
3.  Filter Mask
4.  Practice Putting Cup
V.  Dual Container Slingshot

Top V Michael Jackson pickup lines:
1.  Wanna ride my ferris wheel?
2.  You don’t have any fuzz yet, do you?
3.  Where you going bitch?  (Joe Jackson-Style)
4.  Do you like llamas?
V.  I can get you a nose job and a boob job, bitch.

V reasons to start smoking chronic:
1.  st year fresh lungs - you want to have friends, right?
you’d do it if you were cool
2.  nd year - college is the high time of your life, you’re at
UCSD, you know what you have to do
3.  rd year - you’re a comm major=YOU HAVE FREE
TIME. Get a hobby, learn to roll a blunt
4.  th year - for 77% of you, Mary Jane will mellow out
your real world worries.... ahhh
5.  th year and up veterans:  what are you waiting for?  pass
that back and let me get a hit

Top V Reasons to Keep That Girl:
1.  She’d rather cook you dinner than make you spend
money to take her out
2.  She cleans your apartment and does your laundry,
service with a smile
3.  She gave you a hummer the day you met her
4.  She went down on your O.Chem Prof and got you an A
V.  No matter what you call it, she just LOVES giving head

Top V Ways for UCSD to Deal with the Funding Crisis
1.  Fire Joe “This is MY school” Watson
2.  Sell beer in the cafeterias
3.  Hire more illegal immigrants
4.  Increase meth production on the third floor of Geisel
V.  Sell arms to Nicaragua

Top V Ways to Increase Campus Diversity
1.  Hire more illegal immigrants
2.  Drop pamphlets over Barrio Logan that read, “If you can
read this pamphlet, you can go to UCSD!”
3.  Include a full scholarship to UCSD in the cover notes of
the next Puff Daddy CD
4.  Eliminate all standards for admission entirely
V.  Implement new procedures for the transfer of street
credits into UCSD quarter credits

Top V Reasons We Need Campus Diversity
1.  Having BET on campus TV would actually make sense.
2.  Basketball team might win more than three games.
3.  Won’t need to spend so much money on that expensive
“Wear sunscreen” campaign
4.  Because there’s no university without diversity, except
UCSD.
V.  The rappers that play here wouldn’t feel like such
sellouts.

Bottom V Computer Error Messages
1.  If you look away from the screen, I will stop printing
2.  Ooop!  Nine o’clock.  Bedtime!
3.  Was that a curse word?  Well, I’m certainly not printing
now!
4.  Printing on Sunday night is against my religious
principles.
V.  Wow!  You’re right.  I have no paper, so there really
can’t be a paper jam, can there?  Anyway, I’m not printing.
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[ed. note: The author of the following letter, pictured on the right, has been one of the
most active people in the failed attempts to shut THE KOALA down.  He wrote me this
letter in response to my letter printed in the Tardian.  He has a V-shaped scar on his
forehead, or fivehead if you prefer.  So if you see any jokes making reference to a fivehead,
V’s, SAAC or Ernesto Martinez, we hope you will understand that we cannot allow people
to try to shut us down without responding in a completely juvenile and inappropriate
manner.  Thank you.]

George,

Well you may try to defend your publishing as much as you can, it still remains that the

Koala is racist, homophobic, sexist, and copletely inappropiate for a place where we come

to learn about each other. We must learn from each other in different ways then the way

you publish your papers.

The members that I represent, which include the African American population, Asian

Pacific population, Queer people of color population, as we all the Chicano and Pilipino

population did find your publishing very offensive.

Now, I ask you, what is so funny about a stereotypical image of the Mammy? What? Its

all in good humor? But what’s the humor? What’s the humor when our school population

has less than 1% African Americans here? Image you yourself being African American

and seeing the biggest stereotype of your community published in a university paper and

everyone around you laughing. Imagine that you are a first year and you see this image.

You are right when you say that your paper speaks to a bigger University problem, which

is the lack of diversity. You are wrong when you say your paper is not racist though. Your

paper perpetuate stereotypes, and continue to marginalize groups that are already

underrepresented.

This is only a small piece of what you printed. I am very aware that there are many

students on this campus that think the way you do, “why can’t we just laugh at

ourselves?” Or “Its not that big a deal” Its not about that, its about respect. Respect for

individuals right to learn in an environment where they don’t feel they’re the joke at the

expense of another group. George, take some time and really listen to the complaints

being presented to you. Your paper is not funny. It is offensive. I more than welcome a

dialogue with you.

Ernesto Martinez

SAAC Chair

Hey Ernesto, do you speak English, or just dabble in it?  Unfortunately, I

only grant dialogues to literate people.  I feel it would be a waste of my

time to engage in a dialogue with you, as you are apparently unable to

express cohesive thoughts.  I found that your inability to construct

complete sentences, with subject-verb agreement and without near-

constant spelling errors negated your points, to the extent that your

misuse of possessive words like “their,” “your,” and “its” and repeated

confusion between “publishing” and “publication” allowed anyone to

figure out what those points were.  I only hope that you were not admitted

to UCSD under the Affirmative Action programs that we used to have here,

because I feel your illiteracy speaks poorly for the serious students among the African-

American, Asian/Pacific, QPOC, Chicano and Filipino populations you claim to be

representing and their hopes of reinstating affirmative action within the UC system.

Personally, I believe that affirmative action as it was initially conceived, where, given two

equally qualified candidates, you give the nod to the underrepresented minority, was a

good thing for UCSD.  The only thing I have to say to you is that I wish that you would

stop providing fodder for those who claimed affirmative action allowed inferior students

into our schools.  Good day.

Translation for Ernesto:

Oye Ernesto, do ya speakee da Inglees, or plum dabble in it? Unfortune

Italy, I only grants dialogues ta dose suckas dat be readin an’ sheeit. I

feel it would be uh waste o’ muh ma fuckin tyme ta engage in uh

dialogue wiff ya, as ya iz apparently unable ta express elucidation and

engage in yo’ enoculation for our intoxication, bi-atch. I found dat yo’

inability ta check yo shit negated yo’ points.  What is it, Mama?  I only

hope dat ya wuz not admitted ta U-C-S-ta-da-muthafuckin’-D under da

Affirmative Axshun programs dat we’s used ta gots in da house, cuz I feel

yo’ illiteracy speaks poorly fo’ da real playas among da babylove OG, slants, Tupac, vato

an’ Pinoy populatings ya claim ta be represention an’ dey hopes o’ reinstatin affirmative

axshun within da UC system. Personal-like, I reckon dat affirmative axshun wuz uh pimp-

tight ting fo’ UCS-fuckin’-D.  Da only shit I gots ta say ta ya iz dat I wish dat ya would

stop providion fodda’ fo’ dose dat claimed affirmative axshun allowed stoopid mofos into

our skoolz. True dat, hood rat.

Dear Editor,
I was personally outraged by much of the content of your last issue.  I am Jewish and my
girlfriend is Asian.  The Personals page was filled with anti-Asian sentiments and the
“Chikes” comment was downright hateful.  In addition, I found other parts of your paper
that were demeaning to Arabs, women, law enforcement officials, Catholics, my mom, my
grandma, many local businesses, Joe Watson, Chancellor Dynes, Mexicans, the handi-
capped, blacks, homosexuals, the people who died in the events of September 11th, rap
musicians, UCSD, prostitutes, the AS, the Muir Quarterly, Germans, animals, Anglos,
people with small penises, The Ghostbusters, minors, Djiboutians, fat people, people with
herpes, Mormons, pilots, members of fraternities and sororities, men, Armenians,
professors, roommates, people who work out, Shane, girls with BATs, physics TA’s, brain-
dead cunts, fuglies, electrical engineers, parking police, people who drive Integras and
Civics, quadruple murderers and girls from Revelle.  Have I made my point?  In case I
haven’t, my point is that you obviously hate Jews and Asians.
Sincerely,
George Liddle, III

Dear George,
Although you make many fine points, I have to disagree with you in several places.
Firstly, wouldn’t you say that you are demeaning dogs and whales by lumping them
together in some kind of generic “animals” category, as if dogs and whales were not
individual entities deserving of their own singular mentions in your letter?  I have to
wonder how whales and dogs feel about that.  Did you even think about that before you
wrote your letter?  I didn’t think so.  Secondly, we most certainly did not make fun of “the
handicapped” as you claimed in your letter.  THE KOALA would never do something so
base and despicable as that.  We only made fun of limbless people.  I suggest in the future
you get your facts straight before writing in so that you don’t come off sounding like a
moron in front of the entire populace of UCSD.
-ed

You know  you want to get shitty on
the good stuff.

Letters to the Editor

Dear Ed,
Your paper is a worthless rag.  You think you’re cool or something, just because you
published the recipe for meth?  If you were really hardcore, you’d have published the
recipe for acid.  Anyone can buy meth in TJ.  We need more acid around here.  Jerkoffs.
-Dry and Not High in Tenaya

Dear Dry,
If you do not already know how to make LSD, you should not be making LSD.  The
reaction is very complex and to avoid ringing the DEA’s doorbell at any chemical supply
company or drugstore, you need to start your synthesis from like five-carbon alkenes.
Actually, why don’t you go to the fucking store and try to buy some lysergic acid deriva-
tives.  I have a challenge for you.  Go purchase a whole bunch of morning glory seeds and
see if you make it out of the store by any way other than a black and white.  Good luck on
that one.  Readers:  Mr. Tenaya does make one good point.  There is a hellacious market
for LSD at UCSD.  If you are a trained chemist with lab access, you could really make
some money by slanging good acid.  One warning, though, if you can find the starting
materials around your lab, someone is already making it and they rarely like it when
someone wants to join in.  But it sure is a good bidniz.

Ernesto Martinez’s Ugly Mug
For Ernesto’s convenience, every time

we make fun of him we will place this
icon next to it so as to assist him in
cutting out the articles for distribution
to all of the student councils.
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Last Monday around 2:30 in

the afternoon, two Polish men

apparently hijacked a hang glider

and crashed it into the World Trade

Center tower at the New York,

New York Hotel/Casino in Las

Vegas.  The two men, identified as

Lech Walesa and Alexander

Kwasniewski, were known terror-

ists in Poland, according to an FBI

spokesperson.  Although they had

entered the country with assumed

names, the names they had chosen

were each others.  In a local twist,

it appears the men were trained in

Mission Beach, at the Mission Bay

Aquatic Center.  The men were

actually arrested in July at the

Glider Port overlooking Black’s

Beach for causing a disturbance

and battery.  The men had been

approached by several local men

who were hanging around the area.

Mr. Walesa and Mr. Kwasniewski

were unable to speak English at the

time and were taken aback when

the men grabbed them, trying to get

them to show their Polish sausages.

After the police realized that the

Two Polish Terrorists
Attack New York,
New York Hotel/
Casino, Two Dead,
Buildings Unharmed

Last night, a band of Barona

Indians, in full war regale, invaded

Viejas Casino and scalped two

dealers, three security guards, two

members of the tribal council, and 10

patrons of the casino.  According to

witnesses, two white extended vans

pulled up to the valet area, the doors

slid open, and almost two dozen

warriors, armed with hatchets, spears

and bows, leapt from them and

rushed the guards at the front.

Apparently concerned about a recent

purchase of almost 150 new “Mo-

nopoly” slots, the Barona tribesmen

ran into the casino and headed

straight upstairs to the management

office.  Reservation police said the

Baronas seemed to know where they

were heading, but fortunately, they

missed the full tribal council meeting

by about fifteen minutes, because

they didn’t have reservations.  Only

finding two members of the council

still in the vicinity, the

war party promptly

scalped the corpses

of the councilmen

and ran whooping

back to their van.

According to victim

Ernesto M., “Some-

one grab my hair, pull my head back

and run an axe along my forehead, or

I guess it’s a fivehead.”

KOALA NIGHT 2001 @ Porter’s Pub - 9/26/01:
Off the hook!  Celsius started us off on the right foot by blowing out KSDT’s sound system.  We rigged up through DVC’s sound, but the mics
overlapped, so the sound was muddy.  Celsius rocked, Hornswaggled rocked even harder, but the lyrical stylings of The Booty Boys were lost
to poor sound clarity.  The talent show was AWESOME!  I’ve been here since ‘98 and I haven’t ever seen anything like this cool happen at UCSD.
I understand there are some pictures, but we didn’t get any of the girls’ birth certificates, so we can’t publish them.  Jessica, the first place
contestant, plus guest is going to Las Vegas (look for that article soon, she seemed like the kind of girl that could give us an interesting story!),
Emily, second place, apparently sold her “A” permit for $100 and a few couples are going to Glen Ivy Hot Springs.  This party will get five stars,
if for no other reason than some of the girls who participated are now attending our weekly meetings.  You can’t beat that.

Board Party @ Del Mar - 9/29/01:
Arrived early at 8:30, as these things tend to get broken up.  Minus one star because I was
charged at the door, despite mentioning that I was reviewing the party for THE KOALA.
Plenty of people were already there, including the Warren crew, and kegs of good
microbrew flowed freely.  Also, plenty of good Jungle Juice was on hand, raising the
intoxication level for the ladies, which is always a plus.  By 10:00 the place was packed,
and the party was broken up around 11:00.  Despite a certain  Board staff member spilling
beer all over me, I still managed to take a lady home and score.  A good fucking time.

The Ladies Of Governor’s Mansion -  9/27/01
Well, seeing as my date fell through Saturday night, I found myself in a much better position partying with some of the best at UCSD.  It was
definitely bumping when I arrived as Mr. Joe Watson himself fashionably late with a case of Budweiser.  It being a costume party, people
were well dressed for the occasion…  I saw some skin but -1 star for it being the wrong sex.  +1 star for assuring everybody’s intoxication with
a table of hard booze, including the 24-year-old who was apparently drunk for the first time in 3 years (it’s about fucking time!).  Also +1 star
for the pool table.  Unfortunately there was no competition at this party so I was forced to dominate all night long.  Eventually this evening
turned into a blur of strange faces in weird uniforms and people whipping each other (+1 star).  I ended up with some “piece of cloud” in my
shirt, -1 star for making me feel like a homo.  But there was a table of snacks and no complaints from the neighbors so I was able to linger
until around 5am drinking lone soldiers until I was finally wasted (+1 star) and then defeating the house pool champ (+1 star).  + another star
because I lost a drunken arm-wrestling match.  It’s a good thing we decided against knife rules.  All in all it was an excellent party except I
didn’t get laid (-1 star).

Vagina Fest 2001 - Halloween
The most bunk party ever.  The chick who was supposed to throw this disappeared a few days before the event.  Zero stars for the party that
never happened.  Those poor women will never get their Pap smears now.  Thanks Heather.

Party Reviews

Barona Indian War
Party Raids Viejas
Casino, 17 Scalped

men were there to hang glide, not

just to “beat up the homos,” they

released the men on their own

recognizance.  Congress has

convened a panel to discuss ways

to tighten security at glider ports

and possibly make hang glider

instructors federal employees.  The

men had lengthy criminal records

in Poland,with a rap sheet that

included such heinous acts as

ransoming house plants and

burning people with huge magnify-

ing glasses.

The Viejas Casino in
all its glory
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THE KOALA is being investigated by the San Diego Vice Squad.  We don’t know why, so we’ve offered the boys in blue a few hints in the

following pages of places they might start looking so that they can get back to their main duty of keeping the streets safe.

Several men, believed to be associated with a

newspaper at UCSD called THE KOALA, have

been arraigned on charges of kidnapping, child

endangerment, lewd behavior and exporting children

without consulting the Department of Social Ser-

vices or paying duties.  The Koala staffers, pictured

here, were caught on a hidden camera trying to lure

children into a large sport utility vehicle with offers

of candy and an opportunity to play with a stuffed

koala teddy bear.  One of the suspects, White Wash

Robert exclaimed, “I knew those beaner kids would

be like little rats all over our candy.”  One of the

children  was in fact a police officer dressed as a

nine-year-old boy.   Another member was appre-

hended at UTC, dressed as Santa Claus.  A little boy

told his mother that Santa had told him that he was

sitting on Santa’s toys.  Santa told the boy that if he

wanted to play with Santa’s toys, he would need to

THE KOALA IMPLICATED IN INTERNATIONAL

CHILD PORNOGRAPHY/PROSTITUTION RING

run away from home that evening, and

bring some wine from his parent’s house

and meet him at the bus station at Black

Mountain Road and Mira Mesa Boule-

vard.  The mother, Ariana DeFlor from

Mira Mesa told reporters afterwards,

“He wasn’t acting normal.  His midsec-

tion was like a bowl full of jelly with a

tennis racket handle sticking up through

the middle.”  Later, it was reported that

Santa made a daring escape from jail on

the back of a Reindeer he summoned

with a magic whistle.

A connection has also been estab-

lished between certain members of THE

KOALA and houses of prostitution in

San Diego, innocently called “Oriental

Acupressure.”  Investigators say their

attention was first drawn to these places

by the establishments’ tendencies to

remain open at odd hours, including well

into the night during the weekends.

Sargeant O’Donnelly explains, “Well, we just saw that these places were

open all the time.  Then we got to thinking, well, what the hell is oriental

acupressure?  Well, one thing led to another and boom.  We had every-

thing we needed to put these boys into the tank for a long time.”

Spot the PedophileSpot the Pedophile

Mothers:  Don’t Bother Telling Your  Kids to Refuse Candy from  StrangersMothers:  Don’t Bother Telling Your  Kids to Refuse Candy from  Strangers
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The True Story of THE
KOALA’s Meeting with
the Jews

Monday morning, we received word that the A.S. was convening a special council to

discuss the content of the latest issue of THE KOALA.  Some Jews were unhappy about

some of the racially slanted material in the last issue and they were kvetching about it to

the A.S.  So we came to the meeting on the 3rd floor of the Price Center.  Upon entering

the room, one of the Jews stood up and blew on the shofar, or jugle.  In a flash of light and

a cloud of smoke, we saw a vaguely familiar creature appear in the middle of the room.

The Jews pulled their yarmulkes over their mouths as the cloud of gas began to spread.

Their leader, Lance, called out loudly, “Sic ‘em, Jewbacca!”

 It was a setup!  The yellowish gas continued to fill the room as flames leapt from

Jewbacca’s nine-pronged flame thrower, singeing us badly.  We turned to run out the door,

only to meet the most offensive attack yet.   Several Jews who had been sitting along the

side attacked us with rubber band guns.  It took only a moment to realize it was not rubber

bands they were shooting but circumcision cuttings!  Regrouping outside, we quickly

counter-attacked.  Luckily, Robert had his bottle of 151 on him, and as it was only 1pm, it

was still about half full.  I ripped off my shirt for no apparent reason.  Adam lit a piece of

paper and shoved it into the bottle and we tossed it back into the Senate Chambers.  A huge

explosion rocked the building and Robert jammed himself into the door, thereby sheltering

the rest of THE KOALA from the bits of burning building and Jew that rained down on all

of us.  Seven Jews were blown to bits on the Third Floor of the Price Center on October

3rd, along with one member of THE KOALA.  And because a member of THE KOALA

died, we expect that no one will ever make fun of THE KOALA again.  Thank you.

Alternative
Campus
Paper
Sues THE
KOALA
MQ Demands
Punitive Damages of
Four Unpublished
Articles Every
Quarter

The MQ has asked the A.S. to pursue

administrative action against THE KOALA

for libel and publishing material that “really

offended” some of the staff.  They have

requested a tribute of four articles never

before published in THE KOALA for

publication in their newspaper.  MQ Editor

Colin “I don’t wanna sign my name” Parent

said, “I am really getting tired of reprinting

old KOALA material in the MQ.  Although

printing our own humor is still a ways off, I

think the MQ is ready to move onto printing

other people’s jokes before they can print

them themselves.”  Managing Editor Elijah

Zarlin says, “I’m a Jewish comedian.”  THE

KOALA vowed not to allow the MQ to take

their material.  Editor George Liddle says,

“We can’t keep them from stealing our

jokes after we print them, but I’ll be

damned if we’re going to let them take them

before we print them.”

The Shocking
Truth about
KOALA NIGHT
2001!
“The
Talent
Show
participants
were all
male!” charges one
angry attendee.

The participants in the Koala Night

talent show were released with all charges

dropped after police

realized that they

were all men with

silicon breast im-

plants.  As such, no

charges of lewd

behavior or indecent

exposure could be

brought against any

of them.

New issue of “THE
KOALLA” distributed.
Editor George Liddle says, “Shit, I missed the
entire production.  I didn’t think four ounces
of crack would last that long.”
The MQ has taken stealing KOALA material to the extreme with its latest
issue entitled “THE KOALLA.”  Thousands of students, confusing the
paper with the wildly popular student paper THE KOALA, picked up the
issue for up to ten seconds before realizing that it wasn’t real and neatly
tossed it on the ground.  Many students were outraged at being tricked
into picking up a copy of The MQ, as it really is not worth bending down
for.  MQ Editor Colin Parent says, “This is our best idea yet for how to
get anyone to read our paper.  We may do this every issue!”  It turns
out that The MQ printed “The Koalla” unchanged in its entirety in the
center of its most current issue, citing lack of creative material to put in
its place.   When asked about “The Koalla”, MQ Editor Parent exclaimed,
“I always wanted to be in THE KOALA, but they kept saying things like,
‘No, we don’t want to turn our office into a sauna.’ and , ‘We will not
kick out all the girls and get sweaty.  Are you sure you’re not looking for
the LGBTA office?’”
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The Limericks
There once was a man from SD

Who could not, for his life, get any

He gave prayer to Allah,

Joined THE KOALA

And now he gets pussy-a-plenty.

There once was a man from Alsas

Whose balls were made out of Brass

When he banged them together

They played Stormy weather

And lightening came out of his ass.

There once was a man from Venus

Who had a rocket ship for a Penis

So he made it blast away

And then he did say

"How did I find Greg Louganis?"

Haiku

Look at me when I’m

Talking to you, you screwy

Eyed son of a bitch

Bless Afghanistan

We seem to think of just us

Oh wait, fuck that shit

The Acrostics
Kudos to the staff of the Koala

Indeed they are to be praised

Koala, Koala, Koala

Eventually all our Karma will be raised

So, for those who feel offended

Koala just isn’t your bag

Instead pack up your complaints

Kindred souls they would never dread

Excuse our behavior, we have not asked

So why are you so upset?

Kind people we are in the flesh

Internally, us you have not met

Koala they say, we are racist

Except you MORONS forget

Shun all races, creed or religion?

Haiku

I like Osama

New York was a big shithole

Please bomb L.A. next

Bomb those fucking pricks

Drop the nuke upon their heads

War is so ugly

In response to the resolution

passed by TMCSC which, among

other things, condemned THE

KOALA for its “ingenious articles,”

“large penises,” “accurate depiction

of Jews,” and “good keg beer,”

THE KOALA has retaliated after a

three to five second council meet-

ing. Citing the fact that a resolution

passed by THE KOALA has as

much influence as one passed by

TMCSC, THE KOALA unani-

mously passed a resolution inciting

Jihad against the TMCSC,

citing large anal obstruc-

tions and lack of intoxica-

tion in general.  In the

resolution, THE KOALA

states that it has religious

obligations to force the

TMCSC into heavy binge

drinking and other mind-

altering drugs.  In addi-

tion, it is suggested that

TMCSC perform commu-

nity service by mopping

up vomit soaked feces left

after a KOALA meeting.

“TMCSC can suck my fat

cock after giving me a

rim-job.  They should

remove the large poles

from their anal crevices

after they are done with

their gay-ass meetings.

What a bunch of fudge-

packers,” says Revelle

Freshman Marcus

“Sleaze” Lees.  Later on,

Lees stated, “Please don’t

use that quote, my gay

friend will kick my ass.”

The Koala also mentioned

that they are impressed

that councils from War-

ren, John Muir, and

Revelle had time in their

busy schedules to address

THE KOALA, despite

their lack of power to do

jack shit.  The yet un-

named sixth college’s

council is the only council

that has yet to address the

issue, and thus is the only

student council that fully

supports the racism of

THE KOALA.

THE KOALA
Passes
Resolution
Declaring
Jihad against
TMCSC

 Sideorders
Anthrax in my coke

Sent coke to Supreme Court, oops

Damn, I need cocaine

Dress up your women

With giant towels on their heads

Naked underneath

I light effigy

He look just like burning Bush

Me make Christian joke

God bless Afganis

Wash them with air of my ass

Teach them to make cars

Found Dad’s porno stash

Sat and jerked for two hours

Fuck me! Dad’s the dude

Poetry Slam Breakfast

I figured out what I need.
I need one of those cars

that is “Powered by Jesus”
I’m going broke buying

petroleum-based fuel for
my automobile.

Some Limericks, a few Haiku and a small stack of Acrostics
for only $2.99, $1.99 for seniors!Koala’sKoala’s
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Recent events here at UCSD have forced me to take a critical look at the

state of race relations on this campus.  In my 63 years of service to the university,

I have never seen as atrocious a display of racially motivated criminal activity as

those few anonymous, lukewarm personal ads of direly offensive content that

appeared in The Koala last time.  May I never again in my life be subjected to

such seething bigotry!  “To all the Asians: Nobody likes you … good day.”  It

horrifies me to have to repeat those lines of vicious, hate-filled prejudice!

To put all of this in its proper perspective, I decided to conduct a clinical

study of what is and isn’t offensive to the UCSD community at large, and publish

my findings in the very journal that was brazen enough to publish the earth-

shatteringly offensive original comments, The Koala.

Predictably, I found that the phrase, “Nobody likes you,”
was the single most insulting, offensive and taboo thing that anyone could ever

possibly say.  Fully 97 percent of those interviewed found this the most egre-

giously troubling and morally repugnant comment that could ever be made.

Second in the list of the most offensive statements imaginable, with a 90

percent condemnation level (C.L.), was, “All black people are
dumb, with big lips, and they eat watermelon
excessively.”  In fact, this was even more offen-
sive than, “All niggers are dumb, with big lips,
and they eat watermelon excessively.”  People found

these phrases highly offensive, and I strongly recommend the UCSD community

refrain from using them.

Number three on our list, clocking in with an 89 percent C.L., was the

phrase, “All white people are ignorant, racist
demagogues, and they can neither dance nor
play basketball.”  Slightly less offensive (87 percent C.L.) was the

truncation of this phrase, “All crackers are fucked-up
honkeys.”  I also urge everyone to stop using phrases like this.  The UCSD

community clearly finds them offensive.

The fourth most offensive and condemned comment of my study was,

“I find all Asian-Americans, and their high
math and science abilities, distasteful, and also
their comically customized Honda Accords.”  This

phrase earned an 85 percent C.L., as did its variation, “Fuck y’all
chinks, japs, nips, and slopes, and fuck yer rice
rockets.”  Comments such as these are clearly not acceptable in polite

society.  Refrain from their use.

Surprisingly, the phrase, “I have a personal, bigoted
hatred toward those of the religious and/or cul-
tural background commonly known as Juda-
ism.  Oh, and also homosexuals,” only elicited a 79

percent C.L., while the shorter variation, “Damn kikes and fags”

TRANSGRESSING THE INELUCTABLE
BOUNDARIES OF BIGOTRY:
The Hermeneutics of Offensive Comments ---  A KOALA Special Report

A sociological study by special UCSD staff correspondent James Beacham

garnered a 77 percent C.L.  Although these levels are lower than some of the

above, more offensive phrases, they are still clearly inappropriate, and should not

be used.

Further, due at least in part to the anti-prejudice backlash following the

Sept. 11th atrocities, the phrase, “I harbor strong, emotion-
ally-based feelings of irrational anger and re-
sentment toward any and all people of middle
eastern descent or of any kind of Islamic or
Sikh or non-Christian faith, and I find I can
release this anger by humorously referring to
the traditional middle eastern/southwest Asian
head covering as a ‘towel’ or ‘rag,’ and also by
mocking the mannerisms and speech patterns
of said peoples,” earned a C.L. of 75 percent.  Its variant, “Nuke
the towelheads,” earned a similar rating of 74.5 percent.

Curiously, when I tested the phrase, “I am fully aware of
the subtle differences that exist between satire
and malicious hatred,” a C.L. of 30 percent emerged.  Due to the

recent, horrendously offensive personal ads in The Koala, I figured that this must

be a mistake.  In response, I clarified the idea by changing it to read, “I un-
derstand the realistically useless and ignorable
nature of racist or otherwise ‘offensive’ com-
ments, and I also understand how a satirical
presentation of the biases and ignorance of cer-
tain people who claim to be unbiased and
learned can go further toward exposing these
people as self-aggrandizing frauds than simply
calling them ‘assholes’,” and re-tested.  Only three percent

condemned this sentiment as offensive.  I was certain that these findings were

fallacious.  How could there possibly have been such a flap over some mildly

boorish comments printed in The Koala, if 97 percent of the UCSD community

actually understood the different uses of humor and the nature of bigotry?  Could

these people really understand that persons who make racial slurs or otherwise

“offensive” comments are essentially removing themselves from public dialogue,

and can be effectively ignored by turning the page?  And that, in fact, this is the

best way to deal with true bigots — ignore them, and they’ll shut up and go

away?  I was shocked.

Be that as it may, due to the personal distaste for these ideas by that three

percent, I would advise against saying things like the above comment.  If

someone’s feelings have been hurt, in any way at all, for whatever reason,

anything that they claim caused these hurt feelings should be swiftly censored,

and the people behind them severely punished.  There is no room for dissent in

today’s America.  This is especially true at UCSD, one of the top science and

research campuses in the nation, because, as we all know, science is an endeavor

that has never benefited from dissenting voices.  And, if you get caught saying

things like the last tested comment above, you might be mistaken for intelligent,

and we all know how taboo that is in George W. Bush’s America.

In conclusion, I found that there are certain phrases and sentiments that

should simply not be used on the UCSD campus.  For whatever reason.

Thanks to the following
people for making KOALA

Night 2001 a success:
The Bands - Celsius, Hornswaggled and The Booty Boys

DJ’s - Gaijin, Trainspotter, Flip!, MC Outlet and Kipper

Sound Guys - Pete from KSDT and Matt from the DVC

THE FREMONT HOTEL/CASINO in Las Vegas

Glen Ivy Hot Springs/Resort

CityEvent

Porter’s Pub

UCSD House Manager Robert Lanuza

And many thanks to the participants in the Talent Show!!!

No thanks to the following
people who didn’t give us shit

or gave us too much shit:
Cheetah’s

UCSD Police

San Diego Vice Squad

Holly’s Salon and Day Spa

UCSD Administration
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When a human dies, it is said that person becomes

‘awakened’. This idea allows a non-corpse banger to begin to

understand the complex logic and rationalization behind

necrophilia. I had the opportunity to sit down with a local

necrophiliac and discuss the unique concept of remains sex in order

to comprehend and appreciate this fascinating fetish.

THE KOALATHE KOALATHE KOALATHE KOALATHE KOALA:     Hello! Whew, I almost killed myself getting over here.

DerekDerekDerekDerekDerek: Too bad.

KKKKK: Well, let’s dig in. Is it true that most stiff stickers work in a

hospital morgue or nursing home?

DDDDD: Not necessarily. Granted these are terrific places to locate fresh

prospects. But when a body turns up missing or severely

disfigured, the employees are instantly scrutinized and questioned

by the authorities. Ideally, a necromancer would want to possess his

very own mortuary complete with adjustable lighting fixtures and

sheepskin carpets.

KKKKK: Where do you work?

DDDDD: Winding Creek Senior Hospice.

KKKKK: I see. How hard is it to locate a suitable carcass?

DDDDD: It depends on your definition of suitable.

KKKKK: What is your definition of suitable?

DDDDD: During a drought, anyone non-breathing would do the trick.

KKKKK: What is foreplay like? A bottle of Sauvignon Blanc, a little Luther

Vandross, Italian poetry, soft kisses on the victim’s chilly neck?

DDDDD: Are you mocking me, jerkface? I thought this was for a medical

journal.

KKKKK: Calm down, player. This is all in the name of science. Now, on

average, how long does it take to bust a nut with a cadaver?

DDDDD: In the perfect scenario, one could sex it up all night long. But

most times, you have to hurry ‘cause the cemetery workers make

their rounds every twenty minutes or so. The trick is to leave two

bottles of Early Times Whisky by the mausoleum door.  That way,

the workers are too ripped to patrol the grounds.

KKKKK: Are dead children off limits?

DDDDD: That is necrophilia pedophilia. I don’t know nothin’ about that.

Believe it or
FUCK OFF!

Due to mandatory minimums,
the staff of THE KOALA has

given 126 hours of service to
the community in the last year.

Take that, AEPi!

What is with the traveling flea market that invaded campus first week?  It was filled

with nothing short of pure crap that all of your friends will chastise you about for buying.

Seriously, do you really need a message scribed on a grain of rice?  Even though

they claim it is available in multi-languages, they still won’t inscribe “Fuck Off” in

Arabic.  Nor will they write, “Suck My Dick” in Korean.  I almost had them convinced to

put, “I am a Fuck Monkey” in Spanish, but that was because they thought I’d said “luck,”

which only brought on a long dissertation on luck and monkeys in Chinese culture.

The neighboring booth advertised ring engraving but I was asked to leave after

inquiring whether or not they’d write “Fuck Me” on the inside of a ring for my girlfriend.

Maybe I should have tried the less offensive “Blow Me” first.

And what kind of student discount is $7.50 a month for the Union-Tribune when it

is free online?  Quite frankly, that shit rag should pay you to take it.  To boot, their

representative tried to tell me that “the U-T is not really free online.”  Honestly, I bet most

students could better spend their money on a more worthwhile entertainment, like a

twelve-pack of cheap nasty beer.  At least crappy beer will give you more of a payback

that just the urge to urinate.

The funnel cake wagon seemed to be a big hit (stress the word “big).  I was almost

trampled by a lunchtime herd of fatties stampeding toward their Mecca like some sort of

running of the bulls.  Not to mention, some fat bitch almost bit my arm as it grazed too

close to her plate at the same time she was trying to funnel that fried fat into her face.

One thing I did notice while walking through the bizarre bazaar was that the pricing

was fairly misleading.  I mean for example, if you bought one poster it would cost you $8,

two posters were $15 and three were $21.  Using this same loosely structured formula of

merely reducing the cost of one poster by fifty-cents for each additional poster you buy,

theoretically you only need to buy 17 posters in order to get them all for free.

Of course, I was again told to leave when I brought this up to the vendor but time I

answered back with an aggressive, “Fuck you, you rip-off artist!”  I must admit, his

greedy eyes thought I was trying to actually “buy” 17 posters.

I was also confused as to how one incense salesman could sell his wares signifi-

cantly higher than the other incense salesman across the way.  Best I could figure was that

the 15 incense sticks for dollar was the idiot incense and the 100 incense sticks for three

dollars was the habitual stoner incense.  Then again, as a habitual stoner, I can understand

how you could idadvertently buy 15 incense before seeing the better bargain.  Something

about lack of focus, or the lack of money or what I was saying?

Even those Ché Cafe vegan nature-loving freaks weren’t left out thanks to the dead

butterfly booth.  This booth was trying to sell 15 dead bugs mounted on cardboard and

framed for $40 while trying to sell the “bargain” larger framed collection of 24 colorful

peaceful critters for $75.  Basic math tells us that if we are looking for more bug for our

buck, it would be cheaper to buy two of the $40 ones for $80 versus the pathetic bargain

of 24 for $75.

Seriously, where in the fuck do these vendors think they are?  San Diego State?

Maybe giving away small basketballs in exchange for indebting your soul to Visa works

elsewhere but unless you’re giving away a Triton pride t-shirt, we ain’t charging shit!

There was one booth that was tucked away near the end that had everything you

need.  First, they had windproof lighters for lighting doobies while riding in the wind.

Excellent!  Then this very same booth had handcuffs (use your imagination on this one).

To top it all off, they were offering pepper spray for only $8.  That’s a serious entertain-

ment value - you can mace nearly 100 people for under $10.

But the most disturbing was the clothing and shoe vendors that were at every third

booth.  One aspiring clothier is even labeled “Shiddy Wear.”  Who in the fuck would buy

clothes that claim to be shitty?  Even worse, who in the fuck would buy shitty clothes

emblazoned with the “Shiddy” logo?  Shitty people, I guess.

I hope this isn’t a foreshadowing of the year to come.  If it is, I should just drop out

now and start my own booth.  I truly feel there is a demand for vulgar expressions written

on grains of rice.  Not to mention, “Fuck Me” engagement rings for your significant other.

Maybe I could fashion some pubic hair art too.  What the hell, the rest of this shit seems to

be selling.

Got a bitch that owe you
money?? Hoez playa

hatin’?
Felony convictions?

Bitch
Where’s My

Money?
Firearm Rental

Open 24 Hours
Guaranteed 30 Minute Delivery

Free Delivery and Latex Gloves with Each Rental
Sawed-Off Shotguns Available upon Request

Robbing liqour stores?  Ask about our commission rates!
Don’t forget to tip the delivery boy!

www.bitchwheresmymoney.com
Coming to a high-crime area near YOU!

You need

KKKKK: Not even dead teenagers?

DDDDD: Well, I’m like every other male. If there is grass on the field, I

certainly will play ball.

KKKKK: What about dead mountain yaks?

DDDDD: Man, that ain’t necrophilia. Dead humans only. I’m ending this

idiotic shit.

KKKKK: C’mon, chief. I only have a couple more questions. Please. Do it

for the sake of necro notoriety.

DDDDD: This is it, dude.

KKKKK: What about cold meat that is really decomposed or mangled?

DDDDD: There is an old adage in this game that goes, ‘The deader the

corpse, the sweeter the screw.’

KKKKK: What does a dead person’s personal skin feel like? I mean is it

dusty? Are lubricants needed?

DDDDD: It is raw and coarse like a cat’s tongue and flaky like a dry scalp.

Spit, motor oil, or my personal favorite, Clamato, can all be used as

lubricants.

NECROPHILIA:
THOSE UNCONTROLLABLE URGES

TO CRACK OPEN A COLD ONE

Random Thoughts
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Also Try Our Other Flavors:  Chicken Shit and  Kabul Shit.

GROW UCSD:
The KOALA’s in-depth look into
drug production at UCSD

The Koala staff would like to thank this issue’s

contributors to our GROW UCSD section.  Al-

though we got

two different

pictures of two

very entertaining

controlled sub-

stances, we have

yet to hear from

you closet grow-

ers!  So to all you

potheads out

there, we

want to see

your buds!

Send the

pictures of

your crops

to The Ko-

ala, Mailbox

C-17,

UCSD, La

Jolla, CA,

92093.Ketamine Party, Marshall Lowers, Spring Quarter 2001

Closet crop, somewhere in the UCSD dorms
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To the staff of THE KOALA,

As the parents of a UCSD graduate we heard, with great disappointment, of a recent

front page.  If you think that freedom of expression and creativity should allow you

to print photos and captions which make light of the horrific events of September

11th, then you have so much to learn!  The very freedoms which you so erroneously

abuse, should instead be treasured and used with great care and respect.

Perhaps it is your youth, lack of experience and just poor taste that caused you to

make such a poor choice.  We certainly hope that it is not because you have so

quickly forgotten that 5000 very real people lost their lives that day and did so with

great suffering.  These were people like those in your own circle of family and

friends, not much older than yourself, some even younger.

You owe the student body and the whole community an apology for a cold, uncaring

and crude decision.

Most Sincerely, Florence and Louis Caiazzo

Mr. and Mrs. Caiazzo,

Thank you for your concern.  Diversity of opinion is what makes America great.  I

would like to hear more of your theory on the freedom of expression, as not only do I

think that freedom of expression should allow us to publish what we do, but it does

and it did.  Maybe it is my youth that allows me to remember more clearly the last

time I read the Bill of Rights, because it seemed to me that the value of freedom of

expression is not in protecting widely-held viewpoints, but in protecting non-

mainstream views.  Furthermore, it is abhorrent to me to hear people like you use

the deaths of Americans to excuse taking away the freedom of those that lived. -ed



Sherrill,
You best brush dat toof! -Glenn

To those fine ass girls in 1527 in Pepper Canyon,
     Can I just say damn!! You girls are so fucking fine I just
want to eat all of your pussys... I wanna know if you girls
taste just like candy. Imagine my tongue in between your
thighs. I'll eat your pussy from the dark to the mornin'. Next
time you're feeling a little horny just come on over and i'll
break your fine asses off.
         From a guy with a big ass dick and a hurricane tongue

Baby got back! You know who you are boy with your nice
round booty. I can hardly contain myself from grabbing that
shit when I see you.
From the Lovers of Fine Booty

To my ex-girlfriend,
You cum slut whore piece of shit.  I can't believe I went out
with your skank ass.  When will you learn that I'm the best
you'll ever get.  To the guy thats fucking her now- enjoy the
pussy while it lasts cuz she's gonna drop you like a bad
habbit and find some new dick to fuck.  Silly ho.
Love, your ex.
PS- you give lousy head.

To the fuck who threw my hat at fallfest.  Did you have fun
watching the concert from behind me shithead?  Where in
your excuse for a brain did you come up with that lame ass
idea.  Oh please let me go chase after a fucking eight dollar
hat.  The fact is your lanky ass couldnt fit in the front and
after taking a look at your face, I doubt they'd want you
there.  Don't think for one second that I won't remember
you, you fuck.   You owe me eight bucks asshole and I
intend to collect.  Remember:  Hats come and go, but head
trauma lasts for months.

To a special member of the janitorial "stiff" staff,
I couldn't help but notice that when you looked in my
direction, one of your "tools" became more than a little
erect.  If this is the case, be on the look out for a horny
freshman chick with lotsa dirty lovin to give.  -F.G.

To all the Asians:
Your hair isn't supposed to be brown motherfuckers.
-Captive in Jello

Hungry Hungry Hippo Gylcerine boy!

TO: ALL THE REPRESSED UCSD STUDENTS
Why aren't we addressing the issue? The thing everyone is
talking about, and thinking about, but the subject no one has
the courage to write about.  Well it ends here. Let's talk
about sex...with cheese. Cheese is completely underated as
a sexual stimulant. The soft caress of brie, the firm pertness
of gouda, the stout resolve of cheddar. And lets not forget
the squeezable cheeses. They're all here, too. So let's take a
moment and respect the love that cheese can provide on
lonely winter nights. God Bless America and God Bless
California Cheese.
Love, Cheesehead
P.S.- Ever wonder why we feel extra stimulated when in
dairy?.....It's the cheese.

to the koala staff
i was once a fan of your publication until i read numerous
racist personals printed in the last issue.  The fact that you
allowed these to be printed leads me to believe, and im sure
others feel the same, that you are no better than those who
wrote it and you are just as big a fuckin asshole as those
who wrote the personal -pissed off asian american

Attention David Cohen, nobody likes you, Good day.

I hate Jimmy

Young male angel looking for cute female monkey for quiet
walks on the beach and picknicks under the stars. Must
have good hygine and pick own fleas. Reply via personals.

Couple seeking a 3rd (or 4th, 5th... nth) for 3 (or 4, 5... n)
some. Couple consists of FINE azn girl (18 since october),
and 19 y/o Tall White Boi. FINE ASS ASIAN GIRLS
ONLY.  Applicants that are newly 18 receives priority.
Send e-mail with pic to asiankoala@hotmail.com.  Any
ugly people that have decided to send an e-mail to waste
our time will be hunted down, stoned, tared, feathered, and
displayed promptly on the Library Walk. FINE ASS ASIAN
GIRLS ONLY, it's time to retaliate against 18 years of
opressive azn parental control.

Hi.  I'm Vietnamese, and I agree with whoever wrote that
personal about asians.
No one likes you.  Goodbye.

This goes out to morons who won't shut the fuck up about
being fucked over because of their race or gender. Damn,
take some responsibility and handle your business. Stop
complaining. There's lots of people who had everything
handed to them, and lots of people who worked hard to get
where they are. Either way, no one gives a fuck about you
except yourself so SHUT THE FUCK UP.

To all you lazy-ass Revelle freshmen,
     How hard is it for you to bring your one tray and plate
back to Plaza Cafe when you come down there to eat three
times a day?  Well, it's pretty hard for me when i have to go
to EVERY SINGLE DORM and pick them ALL up.  It's
getting really old, really fast.  Just remember...I make your
food too
Sincerely, that pissed off Plaza guy

To the annoying wannabe-songbird in the Lower Marshall's
E building.....you can't sing, and you swear anyong in a 1
mile radius buys tickets to hear you pretend to be a cat
fucking, shut the hell up.

life on campus
is would suck without
drunk freshman girls and
dipshit sority sisters who
love our small
erections
-Greg

Man, what I wouldn't give for a digital multimeter.

To Meghan who dropped my Math20f class. I used to drool
all over your ass in that tyte grey mini-skirt, but now that
your gone all I can manage to do in class is to create crude
drawings of you using complex differential equations on
my TI-82. And thats if I even manage to roll out of bed to
go to class, cause without you baby; Linear algebra lost all
of its curves.
Brandon

To that Black haired sexy girl with green eyes whose cousin
plays for the Long Beach hockey team. I saw you at the
Hockey game, remember, I was sitting two seats away from
you and said "where's your school spirit?!". We have the
same piercings. But you left me. I want you so bad. E-mail
me! We can have lots of wild sex. -Untamedrage@aol.com

To my stupid bitch roommate who thinks tapered jeans are
cool:
I hate you more than I hate Oprah and Rosie O'Donnell
combined.  Just so you know, I've been backwashing in the
orange juice for weeks.
Love,  Your Mom

to all the white bread motherfuckers at ucsd, stop wearing
fucking skin tight dockers cuz it's fucking disgusting. learn
some shit from your ancestors and just cloak your faggot
asses in a white sheet. thanx. - Azn

Alex T - oh how I miss touching your rock hard pecs.
Love, Monica

Hey Cesar, Gia doesn't want any of your beans.  She is too
busy cooking dog on that BBQ that's made out of half a
trash can, and sucking thick black dong.

To the manwhore who commented that all the females at
UCSD are FUglies..  You're right.  But what do you expect
when all the males are just as fugly, yet still boast those
ugly bitches on their arms?  I am proud to say I'm not ugly
OR dating a UCSD male.

To AEPi
Step the fuck off.  If you weren’t such a bunch of clams,
you wouldn’t have to spend your lives swimming around in
my cream sauce (that’s not even kosher!).  Although my nut
only spills out twice a quarter, you can rest assured that I’ll
save a little man jam for you.
-The Almighty Kalamla

Since the CAPE sucks now, instead of filling out CAPE
forms, why doesn’t everyone just chuck rubber balls at the
prof anytime they start to suck?

To the RSO who fucking sent me to detox last year--
Fuck you, you fucking fuck!!! You're just a chipmonk-

These Personals could have
been written by someone you
know.  Please check the
computer of your roommate for
e-mails sent to
personals@thekoala.org or
cookies from our website
www.thekoala.org.  Then turn
the information over to TMCSC
so that they can be condemned.
Fragile young minorities are
depending on you.  You’re their
only hope for a successful
future.  We’re counting on you.

PERSONALS
KOALAYou asked for it...

We didn’t write these Personals.

Adam Sharki, chair of Thurgood

Marshall College Student Council

did.  He also says, “There’s too

much tolerance of intolerance.”

So you readers better get on the

ball, because if you don’t stop

being so tolerant, TMCSC might

pass a resolution against you.

faced, power-loving, walking dick of a cock sucker that
makes your dad give it to you in the ass every night. I
honestly think you enjoy having that stick permanently
shoved up your anal cavity. Just wait until I steal your
fucking bike and you lose that feeling of the hard seat
between your legs.
Love, a happy off campus Roosevelt student

Hey personal people-
   Is amazing what you do when you are drunk. But I was
pretty much drunk off my ass and wrote a whole bunch of
personals a few weeks ago and signed “captive in jello” to
all of them. And really I’d rathter that my personals be
published in the next issue of the koala. I’d rhather that they
not. So if at all possible, please dont publish anything
signed “captive in jello.”   It would be greatly appreciated.
Thanks
-Captive in Jello

Hornswaggled rocked.  Way better than that rap group.
Have them come back.  -The Student Body

Altoids and oral sex rocks! -DP

#14 Volleyball Stacey,
You are the hottest woman I have ever seen.  We want you!
Water Polo Guys

To that fucking old bum that wears black shorts, shirt & tiva
sandals:  Who the fuck are you?  What are you doing on this
campus?  You walk around looking like some pseudo-
professor type, but time I take a shit in the Student Center, I
see you taking a bath in the fucking sink.  Get a job & some
new fucking clothes.  I know I’ve been on this campus too
fucking long, but it seems like you live here.
-Six year student

To Jeremy, that hottie on hotornot.com:
I gave you a 10 baby! Oh yeah. Mmmm-mmm-good!

to the moist pantied, adonis loving maiden...
if you yearn to play his violin, and pluck his strings, simply
come and ask to grab his bow.  He will then give you a
preview of the goods, upon which sight, beautiful music
shall be played... his roommate

To that faggot brady bunch with that scrapbook shit on
channel 18:  Fuck you.  Your lives are boring.  That peirced
fucker aint gay, that fuck with the bi lip is the queer one.  If
he weren’t a fuckin fudgepacker hed fucking film some sex
shit with that sweet ass we nicknamed Special K.  Come to
Warren baby we’ll give you some luvin.
Juice III

To the sexy ass Sigma Nu that lives in Costa Verde,
Baby you make my wildest dreams come true -- come
stumble over to my place & I’ll show you a whole new
level!
Love, an admiring Costa Verde resident

To whoever wrote the I hate Asians column,
There are reasons why people call you a “white trash.”  If
you don’t want to put your own race down, shut da fuck up
and think before you open you stupid mouth.  And one more
thing!  Just cuz you white racists trashes cant get Asian girls
doesn’t mean they are bitches.  They just don’t like u.

To the punkasses that talked all that shit about Asians man.
Fuck you, muthafucker.  I live in Frankfurter Hall room
213.  Drop by anytime and we can “discuss” this bitch.

A personal written by THE KOALA staff:
Thank you to those people who wrote in with

personals supporting THE KOALA.  The staff has
decided that too many people would think that
we wrote your personals ourselves as cheap

shots at people/orgs who have been in our face
lately so we have only published a very few.  Do
not take your personal’s omission as a brush-off
but rather as a positive sign, showing that public

outpourings of support are not needed right now.
It’s nice to see how many of you took the time to

write and the offers you extended let us know
that there are even a few students here who

appear to be crazier than we are.  For the record,
we are not in any danger of being shut down (as

far as we know!).  But if something does come up,
we will be sure to let our readers know.  We will

not disappear.  Thanks again for your support
and for keeping your blades sharp.  Hope you

enjoyed the issue!
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